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ABSTRACT 

PETERVARY, NICOLETTE A. Comparison of Gene Expression Patterns Between Two Mouse Strains 
in Brain Regions Important for Stress Response (Under the direction of Dr. John Godwin). 
 
 

Domestication is thought to affect the (HPA) axis, a primary mediator of the stress 
response.1,2 In addition, varying environmental selective pressures may impact the stress 
response. In this study, gene expression patterns within brain regions that play roles in stress 
response were compared between C57BL/6 mice, a commonly used laboratory strain of Mus 
musculus, and mice bred from founders obtained from the Farallon Islands. 

RNA was isolated from the amygdala and hippocampus of six young adult mice from each 
strain and RNA sequencing was performed. Results indicated differential expression of several 
genes involved in anxiety, as well as neurodegenerative diseases. Genes of interest included 
several differentially expressed genes involved in transcriptional regulation, energy metabolism, 
and inflammation and immunity. Interestingly, variation in gene expression appears greater 
within the brain regions across strains than between the brain regions within strains, suggesting 
interesting biological differences that merit further investigation. This initial exploration may be 
a first step in identifying new animal models for the study of anxiety and other mental disorders. 
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Introduction 

Domestication is thought to affect the (HPA) axis, a primary mediator of the stress 

response. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activates release of glucocorticoids 

from the adrenal gland in response to stress, mediating a wide array of physiological and 

behavioral alterations.1 Specifically, attenuated HPA-axis mediated responses to stress have been 

noted in multiple domesticated mammalian species including cavies2 rats3,4 and foxes.5,6 

Laboratory mice, like rats, are subject to domestication. A 2014 study comparing a single gene 

knockout in inbred laboratory strains (C57BL/6J X 129S1/Sv) and a wild backcrossed strain found 

that behavioral effects attributable to the knockout varied by genetic background. Furthermore, 

wild backcrosses were more morphologically similar to wild mice, and both wild and wild 

backcrossed mice exhibited more pronounced anxiety related behaviors and had higher basal 

plasma corticosterone levels than their laboratory strain counterparts.7 These findings are in line 

with a 2000 study by Miller et al.8 It is also supported by work in the Godwin laboratory, which 

demonstrated significant behavioral differences between mice bred from Farallon island 

founders and C57BL/6J mice in open field tests. Farallon mice exhibited more escape jumps, 

fewer wall climbs and higher velocity locomotion in the centers of the field than C57BL/6 mice9 

and follow up studies determined that wild-derived mice had higher basal levels of 

corticosterone.10  

In addition to differences brought about by domestication, artificial selection and 

inbreeding have introduced variations between domesticated laboratory strains. Laboratory 

strains vary in their responses to antidepressants,11 and exhibit different behaviors in response 

to stressors such as maternal separation.12 Further, mice in island environments can experience 
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unique selective pressures not experienced by mainland wild populations, such as reduced or 

absent predation, reduced dispersal, and increased competition for mates.13 These findings 

suggest that mouse strains vary in terms of stress physiology, and differing selective pressures 

may result in different expression of anxiety-related behaviors and possibly other stress-related 

aspects of their physiology. Characterizing stress responses in strains from island environments 

may lead to new animal models that could complement currently available ones.  

The House Mouse  

The genus Mus encompasses four subgenera (Mus, Coelomys, Pyromys and Nannomys) 

and forty-one living species. The Mus subgenus originated in Eurasia but is now distributed 

worldwide due to its commensal association with humans. The Mus subgenus is distinct from the 

other subgenera in that it has a relatively uniform karyotype useful for both evolutionary and 

biomedical research. Mus musculus in turn, has been historically regarded as a complex of species 

in the subgenus Mus. However, biochemical and molecular research have identified many former 

members of the Mus musculus complex as species in their own right, while others were noted to 

comprise subspecies. Currently Mus musculus includes the subspecies musculus, domesticus, 

castaneus, gentilulus and molossinus. The musculus subspecies is found in northern and central 

Europe as well as in northeast Asia, while the domesticus subspecies primarily originated in 

Africa, the Middle East and western Europe, though it later spread to North and South America 

along with human migration. The castaneus subspecies is mainly limited to central and Southeast 

Asia, gentilulus occurs in parts of the middle east and Madagascar, and molossinus is limited to 

Japan. These subspecies may overlap in certain areas and may interbreed.14 
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Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been used to trace range expansion and migration of 

house mice. The D-loop (displacement loop) region of the mitochondrial genome is a noncoding 

region with a high level of variation. Mitochondrial DNA is always maternally inherited. Since 

current available evidence supports the idea that female mice rarely penetrate established 

existing mouse populations,15 mtDNA sequences are likely to represent the mtDNA of founding 

females in a given population, particularly if there are no extinctions with subsequent 

recolonizations, and if there is no selective pressure exerted on mtDNA. M.m. domesticus is the 

subspecies found most commonly in the Americas, but some areas in California and certain 

islands have been colonized by both M.m. domesticus and M.m. castaneus.16  

Mice used for this project were C57BL6/J and wild-derived mice from the Farallon Islands 

off the coast of California (37.6989° N, 123.0034° W ). Based on prior sampling, mice from the 

Farallon Islands appear to have an exclusively M.m. domesticus lineage.17,18,19 Laboratory mice, 

on the other hand, were derived from “fancy” mice in the twentieth century that were inbred for 

over 20 generations to become the first inbred laboratory strain: the DBA strain.20 A strain is 

defined as inbred when it can be traced to a single founding pair and has undergone twenty or 

more brother sister and/or parent/offspring matings with the younger of the two parents. Many 

strains have been inbred for 150 or more generations and are essentially homozygous at all loci 

and genetically identical.21 The C57 strains can be traced back to mice bred by Abbie Lathrop and 

purchased by geneticist William E. Castle in 1902. These animals were bred by C.C. little, who was 

trained by Castle and later founded what would become the Jackson Laboratory.22 The C57BL/6 

strain differentiated into the Jackson Laboratory (J) and NIH (N) substrains,23 and both these 

strains are an admixture, albeit an inbred one, of three Mus musculus subspecies. Both are 
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predominantly M.m. domesticus, with less than ten percent M.m. musculus and only a trace of 

M.m. castaneus, based on analysis of genomic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) variable 

intensity oligonucleotides (VINOs).24 

Laboratory Strains of Mice 

While laboratory strains have been valued in biomedical research for their genetic 

uniformity and specific traits, these characteristics may make them less desirable for the study 

of some complex genetic traits, evolutionarily-relevant behaviors, and as preclinical models than 

a genetically heterogeneous population that better reflects the variability in human subjects.25,7 

For example, a 2014 study found that the behavior of mice as a result of a specific gene knockout 

varied according to the genetic background of the animals. Wild, wild-backcrossed and C57BL/6J 

female mice where phenotypically characterized for a battery of 15 anxiety related, aggressive 

and maternal behaviors. Principal component analysis of 13 of these traits revealed significant 

differences between the C57BL/6J mice in comparison to the wild and wild backcrossed mice. 

However, the wild and wild backcrosses were statistically indistinguishable from each other. 

Subsequently, a knockout of TrpC2 (a mouse gene thought to mediate behaviors in response to 

pheromones), was introduced into the laboratory and wild backcrossed mice. Backcrossed 

knockouts showed significant differences in the latency to attack and number of aggressive 

encounters with other females, as well as marked differences in maternal behavior compared to 

the laboratory strain knockouts. While the TrpC2 gene is only present as a partially preserved 

pseudogene in humans, the experiment clearly demonstrates the effect of genetic background 

on knockout phenotypes.7,26 Additional examples of the effects of strain background include 

background dependent variation of autistic like behaviors in an Fmr1 knockout model of fragile 
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X syndrome,27 background dependent variation of anxiety behaviors in 5-HHT (serotonin 

transporter) knockout mice,28 and replication of human Alzheimer’s like pathologies in various 

backgrounds. In this last example, different background strains in combination with different 

transgene constructs exhibit differences in both degree of replication of clinical signs, and in rates 

of progression.29  

While different strains of mice show different behaviors7,30,31 and different physiological 

parameters,32,33 it is likely that both inbreeding and selection processes that occur in a laboratory 

environment may have caused inbred strains to significantly diverge physiologically and 

behaviorally from their wild cousins.32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39 This may have led to relaxed selection for 

genes relating to fitness as well as reduced phenotypic stability, which could confound certain 

studies.38 There is current speculation that many research areas, particularly involving 

neuroscience, behavioral biology, and complex traits may benefit by incorporating outbred 

variation and conditions that reflect natural populations into their models.8,38,39, 40,41,42,43 

Island Mice 

Inbred strains are generally comprised of genetically identical individuals, and most wild 

mouse populations are genetically variable, to the point where some subspecies of Mus 

musculus, like M.m. molossinus, are a wild hybrid of two other Mus musculus subspecies.14 Island 

mice, on the other hand, possess unique characteristics resulting from isolated habitats that are 

often unusual in several ways. Such animals exhibit founder effects which occur when a 

population is descended from a small number of colonizing ancestors. In addition, as with 

laboratory mice, there may be relaxed selective pressures, such as when islands have no natural 

predators, and other increased selective pressures, such as intraspecific competition for 
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resources and mates, that may occur in geographically constrained areas such as small 

islands.8,13,44,45 Another change is a transition from a commensal to a self-subsistent lifestyle, 

often with limited and/or highly seasonal resources.46,47 Insular populations of rodents 

commonly exhibit higher population densities, decreased reproductive output, higher body 

mass, and behavioral differences such as reduced aggression towards conspecifics.13,45 

Mice of the Farallon Islands 

Our work here was an outgrowth of a project to explore options to eradicate invasive 

house mouse populations from islands. In support of research into gene drives, mice from the 

Farallon islands were captured and bred in captivity to characterize them behaviorally and 

physiologically. 

Mice of the Farallon islands off the coast of California (37.6989° N, 123.0034° W) were 

introduced by human occupants before the islands became part of the Farallon National Wildlife 

Refuge in 1969. In the mid-1800s, a regional population increase due to the goldrush of 1848 

resulted in mainland food shortages. Consequently, traffic increased to the islands in order to 

harvest murre eggs for consumption, and hundreds of thousands of seabird eggs were harvested 

annually over decades, until the practice became illegal in 1881.47 Mice appear to be limited to 

the Southeast Farallon island since this was the only one with a history of human occupation, and 

were introduced along with rabbits and cats, but these two species were later eradicated in the 

1970s.48 Currently, there are no land-based predators to prey on these mice. The mice breed 

from April through November and subsist on native flora, invertebrates and possibly seabirds 

(eggs and hatchlings).49,50 The mouse population on this island varies greatly according to season, 

with breeding in late spring and peak populations in early autumn as high as 1250 mice per 
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hectare. In winter, the population declines precipitously due to food scarcity.49 Whole Genome 

Sequencing Poolseq data19 and a recent analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms in the mice 

confirm their ancestry as primarily M. m. domesticus descended from northern European 

populations.51 The data appear to indicate only one colonization event, with a subsequent unique 

population-specific drift that requires further characterization. The mice are inbred, with an 

inbreeding coefficient of 0.43+/-0.03. However, this indicates a greater heterozygosity than 

expected, since it falls within the range of many mainland populations.51 Studies of other island 

mouse populations have also found greater than expected genetic variation.52,53,54,55 Drivers of 

variation have been postulated to include geographic separation, genetic drift and natural 

selection depending on the specific environment.53,54 For the Farallon mice, genetic variation is 

likely due to a combination of selective pressures to endure seasonal environmental conditions 

and the life history traits of the species. Demes are discrete breeding units usually consisting of 

one male, several females and subadult young. Males defend their territories and drive out other 

males.56 In most instances, this causes demes to be socially and reproductively isolated.57,58 

However, the cyclic population variations and insular constraints likely preserve heterozygosity. 

The relaxed territorial aggression in island syndrome, coupled with seasonal population booms 

in which densities rise to the point where demes are confluent with one another, may drive 

genetic exchange. When the population falls in winter, the demes likely become isolated once 

more.58 

These unique characteristics make the Farallon mice and likely island house mice 

generally exciting candidates for neurobehavioral studies. Their unique island habitat provides 

genetic variation that may be valuable in translational biomedical research models. While 
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preliminary studies have looked at heritability of “island” morphological and behavioral traits for 

deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus),59 such studies seem limited mainly to physical 

characteristics in house mice.8,53,60 There appears to be a lack of published studies on genetics of 

behavioral differences in island house mice, though interestingly, one study compared fecal 

corticosterone of strains derived from a wild continental and two island populations with four 

common laboratory strains. This study found significantly higher levels for all three wild-derived 

strains in comparison to the laboratory strains. In this study, there was no significant difference 

in fecal corticosterone between the wild continental or island derived strains, but the authors 

caution that there was significant variation between individuals of these three populations.8 

There is therefore cause to examine stress physiology of island mice more closely. Because these 

animals often exist relatively free of predation, with increased intraspecific competition,13,44,45 

their stress responses may differ from those of laboratory and continental wild mice in ways that 

may be useful for characterization of anxiety and depressive disorders. This project is an initial 

exploration of the differences that may be found between these island mice and one of the most 

commonly used laboratory mice, the C57BL/6 strain. 

The central hypothesis of this thesis is that there are differences in gene expression 

between these Farallon mice and a common laboratory mouse strain (C57Bl6/J), for three brain 

regions known to be involved in stress responses: the amygdala, the hippocampus, and the 

paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus. The key brain areas evaluated for this project are 

all well known to be involved in the endocrine stress response and are thought to play roles in 

anxiety and depression.  
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The amygdala is a subcortical structure found in the temporal lobe of vertebrates and is 

a heterogenous complex of nuclei with roles in fear conditioning and emotional memory.61,62 The 

amygdala plays direct roles in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) mediated stress 

response. Glucocorticoid receptors are present in the amygdala and thought to mediate the 

effects of glucocorticoids released in response to stressors by the HPA axis. Mice with inactivation 

of glucocorticoid receptors in the central amygdala show behavioral changes in their fear 

responses (attenuated freezing responses to auditory stimuli).63 

The hippocampus is another subcortical structure in the medial temporal lobe. In addition 

to playing important roles in spatial memory, the hippocampus also expresses high levels of 

glucocorticoid receptors,64 and chronic stress producing long term elevations of cortisol results 

in hippocampal atrophy,65 which can be seen in major depressive disorder.66 

The paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) is a third brain region implicated 

in stress response and a critical component of the HPA axis. It is activated by stress to release 

corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) and vasopressin, which facilitates adrenocorticotrophic 

hormone (ACTH) release from the anterior pituitary gland. ACTH stimulates the adrenal cortex to 

produce cortisol, which mediates multiple physiological and behavioral responses to stress. In 

addition, the PVN modulates stress response through regulation of autonomic outflow.67 

The goal of this project was to compare expression patterns between Farallon island mice and a 

common laboratory mouse strain (C57Bl6/J), for these three brain regions known to be involved 

in stress responses. However, obtaining sufficient tissue to extract enough RNA for library 

preparation and sequencing proved challenging, particularly for the paraventricular nucleus of 
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the hypothalamus, a relatively small brain region. Therefore, sequencing analysis was limited to 

the amygdala and hippocampus.  
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Materials and Methods 

Animals  

Brains from approximately ten-week-old male C57Bl/6J mice (hereafter “laboratory” 

mice) and Farallon mice were used for this study. C57BL/6 mice were gifted from the laboratory 

of Dr. David Aylor, North Carolina State University (NCSU) and subsequently bred in the Godwin 

laboratory. A colony of wild-derived Farallons mice was established at NCSU in 2013 from 

founders captured from the Southeastern Farallon Island, and bred as part of a project to explore 

gene drives as a method of invasive house mouse eradication on islands. Mice were bred in 

standard housing cages and once weaned were housed in pairs. The mice generated were used 

for mate competition experiments to assess the reproductive competitiveness and relative 

fitness of gene drive carriers.68 Tissues for this research were obtained from culls from these 

breeding protocols. All breeding protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee (IACUC). The mice were humanely euthanized by cervical dislocation, brains 

removed and placed on dry ice, then stored at -70 °C until processing. 

Sampling 

Frozen brains were mounted on a Thermo Scientific Microm HM Cryostat. 300-micron 

slices containing the brain regions of interest were mounted on SuperfrostTM slides (Fisherbrand 

Fisher Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts) and samples obtained using Stoelting (Wood 

Dale, Illinois) 1.25 mm punches. Samples were placed in RNase-free 2 ml safelock tubes pre-filled 

with RNase-free 0.5 mm baked zirconium oxide beads (see Supplemental Protocol 1). Each punch 

harvested approximately 1.12 mg of tissue, and approximately five punches per hemisphere were 
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collected for each brain region. Some larger brain regions like the hippocampus accommodated 

more than one punch per hemisphere for each slice. 

RNA Isolation 

Total RNA isolation was performed on homogenized samples via a modified version of the 

Qiagen RNeasy micro RNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Homogenization of samples 

preserved with TRI reagent was achieved using RNase free 0.5 mm beads. Phase separation was 

achieved using 1–bromo–3–chloropropane and kit instructions were followed with modifications 

for TRI reagent preservation and to increase yield from small samples. Qiagen RNase-Free DNAse 

was used to remove DNA contamination (see Supplemental Protocol 2). Quality was initially 

assessed by microvolume spectrophotometer analysis (NanodropTM, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, Massachusetts) and confirmed via chip-based capillary electrophoresis (BioanalyzerTM 

Agilent, Santa Clara, California ). 

RNA Sequencing 

RNA was isolated from 12 male mice (6 Farallons mice and 6 C57Bl6/J). Samples for each 

brain region from each hemisphere were combined for individual mice. The hippocampus, 

amygdala and the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus were sampled, but only the 

amygdala and hippocampus samples produced high enough yields of total RNA for cDNA 

preparation and sequencing (see Supplemental Table 1). 

RNA samples were submitted to the North Carolina State University Genomics Sciences 

Laboratory for cDNA preparation and sequencing. A multiplexed cDNA library was made for each 

sample and sequencing was performed using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer (Illumina, San 
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Diego, California). Three lanes containing all 24 multiplexed samples were single-end sequenced 

with a depth of coverage of 28 million reads per sample. 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed with the assistance of Yue Hao, Cheyenne Swanson, 

and Bryan Ting as part of a bioinformatics consulting class. A split plot analysis69,70 was performed 

to account for likely covariance of samples from different brain regions harvested from the same 

animal. A mixed effect model was employed to deal with the within subject and the within group 

variability according to the formula: 

ƴijkl = αi + S(α)k(i) + βj + (αβ)ij + εijkl 

Where: 

i = 1,2  

j=1,2  

k=1,2,…,6  

l=1,2,…,n 

εijkl ~N(0, σ2) 

S(α)k(i)~ N(0, σs2) 

In this model all random terms are independent and identically distributed. 

Ƴijkl represents the expression response for the Ith gene in the jth brain region (hippocampus or 

amygdala) from the kth mouse in the ith strain 

αi represents the main effect of the ith strain (Farallon or C57Bl/6J) 

S(α)k(i) represents the whole plot error (variation between subjects) 

Βj represents the main effect of the jth brain region (hippocampus or amygdala) 
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(αβ)ij represents the interaction effect of strain i and brain region j 

εijkl represents the within subject variation (split plot error) 

The model assumptions are that the random effects (the whole plot and split plot errors) are 

independent from each other and are independent and identically distributed among 

themselves. 

Quality control was checked for the raw sequence data after demultiplexing and adaptor 

removal using Fastqc. Tophat2 and Bowtie were used for reference genome alignment (reference 

genome Mus musculus (mouse) Ensembl GRCm35). RPKM (Reads per kilo base per million 

mapped reads) was utilized for normalization according to the formula: 

 RPKM = # of reads mapped to a gene X 103 X 106/Total number of mapped reads from a given 

library X gene length in base pairs. Differential expression analysis was performed using R v3.4.1, 

Subread, Edge R and Limma as per the methods described by Chen et al (2016)71 and Ritchie et 

al (2015).72 Pathway analysis was performed using the Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) 

database73,74,75 and the Panther database.76 (See Supplemental Figure 1 for the workflow). 

While 20-micron practice sections were Nissl stained after sample collection to verify 

correct anatomical locations, the thickness of the study samples (300 microns), combined with 

multiple punches, prevented accurate verification of anatomic location via section staining. 

Therefore, post hoc tissue marker comparisons were made to ensure sampling was in the 

appropriate locations. Reference data was from a de Jong 2010 study that identified differential 

expression patterns for specific brain regions that appeared to be largely independent of strain.77 

These authors provided supplementary data showing the differential expression patterns 

between the hippocampus and amygdala for these marker genes. The genes that exhibited the 
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greatest fold differences (90 genes with log FC equivalent of 1.00 or greater) were compared to 

those in our unfiltered list of differentially expressed genes. Analysis was performed using the 

SAS University Edition (SAS, 2018). 
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Results 

Differentially expressed genes were identified in each of four pairwise comparisons. We 

compared expression in the amygdala, as well as the hippocampus between strains. We also 

made comparisons of the amygdala versus the hippocampus in the Farallon strain, and the 

amygdala versus the hippocampus in the laboratory strain to account for covariance of samples 

taken from the same animals for both sites. There were 27179 genes returned in the unfiltered 

results for each pairwise comparison. See Table 1 for numbers of over expressed and 

underexpressed genes between strains for each brain region.  

Table 1: Number of DEGs (laboratory mice vs Farallon mice) in hippocampus and amygdala 
after filtering for adjusted p-values < 0.05 and absolute log2(fold change) values greater than 
0.5. The values in parentheses are number of genes with mapped MGI ids 

Number of DEGs Overexpressed in laboratory 
mice, underexpressed in 
Farallon mice 

Underexpressed in laboratory 
mice, overexpressed in Farallon 
mice 

Hippocampus 1684 (1629) 999 (970) 

Amygdala 1402 (1346) 664 (644) 
 

Differentially expressed genes in each of four pair-wise comparisons are shown in four 

volcano plots (Figures 1-4). These plots show statistical significance (FDR-corrected P-values 

adjusted for multiple comparisons) versus magnitude of change (fold change). Significant values 

are above the horizontal dashed line (threshold of adjusted p-value < 0.05). Down-regulated 

genes are to the left of zero on the x-axis and upregulated genes are to the right. Points that are 

furthest from the center of the X axis and highest on the Y axis indicate those genes with the 

smallest corrected P values and greatest absolute value of log2 fold-change. 
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The results were filtered to retain genes with an adjusted P-value < 1e-10 and a |Log2(fold 

change)| > 5. When these more stringent thresholds were applied the number of genes identified 

were greatly reduced; for the comparisons between mouse strains there were only 19 and 22 for 

the amygdala and hippocampus respectively. For the within strain comparisons between brain 

regions, 8 genes were identified for the Farallon strain and 14 were identified for the laboratory 

strain.  

 

Figure 1: Differentially expressed genes in the amygdala between laboratory and Farallon 
strains. Positive values along the horizontal axis convey higher expression levels among the 
laboratory strain, and negative values lower expression levels. The reference line corresponds 
to an FDR-corrected p-value of 0.05. Data points in green represent genes filtered using 
stringent criteria of log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values(< 1e-10) 
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Figure 2: Differentially expressed genes in the hippocampus between laboratory and Farallon 
strains. Positive values along the horizontal axis convey higher expression levels among the 
laboratory strain, and negative values lower expression levels. The reference line corresponds 
to an FDR-corrected p-value of 0.05. Data points in green represent genes filtered using 
stringent criteria of log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values(< 1e-10) 
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Figure 3: Differentially expressed genes in the Farallon strain between the amygdala and 
hippocampus. Positive values along the horizontal axis convey higher expression levels among 
the amygdala, and negative values lower expression levels. The reference line corresponds to 
an FDR-corrected p-value of 0.05. Data points in green represent genes filtered using stringent 
criteria of log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values(< 1e-10) 
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Figure 4: Differentially expressed genes in the laboratory strain between the amygdala and 
hippocampus. Positive values along the horizontal axis convey higher expression levels in the 
amygdala, and negative values lower expression levels. The reference line corresponds to an 
FDR-corrected p-value of 0.05. Data points in green represent genes filtered using stringent 
criteria of log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values(< 1e-10) 
 

One approach to identifying genes more likely to have biological significance is to rank 

odds values, which identifies the probability of differential gene expression/probability of no 

difference. The log odds values (B) calculated for this project are the posterior odds (odds that 

genes a gene is differentially expressed/odds that a gene is not differentially expressed, after all 

evidence or background information has been taken into account,78 (which in this case is the 

estimated proportion of differentially expressed genes).79,80, 81 Another method is to apply a 

stringent combination of log 2FC and adjusted p-values. The results of each method are shown in 

Tables 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b and 5a, 5b. There are some differences between the results of the 2 
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methods, but the adjusted p-values for both methods are quite low and indicate statistical 

significance. 

Differentially expressed genes between strains ranked using each of these methods in the 

amygdala is shown in Tables 2a and 2 b, and in the hippocampus in Tables 3a and 3b. Seventeen 

of the top twenty differentially expressed genes between stains based on B value are identical in 

both brain regions (Tables 2a and 3a). The expression patterns (upregulation versus 

downregulation) and fold-differences for shared genes were substantively similar.  
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Table 2a: Top 20 differentially expressed genes in the amygdala between laboratory and Farallon 
strains based on B values (posterior log-odds). Negative Log2FC values indicate overexpression in 
the Farallon strain relative to the laboratory strain. 
 
Laboratory vs. Farallon, Amygdala 

Gene Gene ID Log2FC AveExpr t P. Value adj. P Val. B 

Vcp 269523 1.84 5.02 38.10 1.28E-23 1.76E-19 43.77 

Aldh7a1 110695 1.28 5.73 31.70 1.14E-21 3.15E-18 39.64 

Rps3a1 20091 5.22 2.57 36.36 4.01E-23 2.77E-19 38.86 

Srp9 27058 2.48 4.18 30.68 2.54E-21 5.84E-18 38.42 

Acp1 11431 3.69 3.20 32.12 8.33E-22 2.87E-18 38.30 

Pgk1 18655 5.15 2.88 33.62 2.74E-22 1.26E-18 37.99 

2610507I01Rik 72203 3.59 2.64 29.30 7.77E-21 1.53E-17 36.06 

Hmga1 15361 2.29 2.83 26.59 8.12E-20 1.24E-16 34.73 

Rpl21 19933 3.47 2.37 26.82 6.57E-20 1.13E-16 34.00 

Rps18 20084 3.96 2.75 26.32 1.04E-19 1.43E-16 33.80 

Tmem181b-ps 547127 -1.69 7.75 -24.71 4.71E-19 5.42E-16 33.66 

1500015A07Rik 68982 -2.06 3.46 -24.45 6.08E-19 6.45E-16 33.01 

Wdfy1 69368 -1.34 5.46 -23.82 1.14E-18 1.12E-15 32.80 

Hipk4 233020 1.69 5.14 23.34 1.86E-18 1.71E-15 32.31 

Scg5 20394 -1.05 6.86 -23.12 2.32E-18 1.88E-15 32.06 

Ftl1 14325 5.34 2.44 24.73 4.63E-19 5.42E-16 32.00 

Hmgn2 15331 2.98 3.03 23.21 2.11E-18 1.82E-15 31.54 

Cacul1 78832 0.83 6.18 22.17 6.33E-18 4.85E-15 31.06 

Gabra2 14395 -1.47 7.04 -21.94 8.12E-18 5.89E-15 30.79 

Rpl14 67115 1.17 5.43 21.74 1.00E-17 6.90E-15 30.63 
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Table 2b: Differentially expressed genes in the amygdala between laboratory and Farallon 
strains based on stringent log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values(< 1e-10). Negative Log2FC values 
indicate overexpression in the Farallon strain relative to the laboratory strain. 
 
Laboratory vs. Farallon, Amygdala 

Gene Gene ID Log2FC AveExpr t P.Value adj.P.Val B 

Rps3a1 20091 5.21 2.56 34.97 1.09E-20 7.37E-17 36.41 

Pgk1 18655 5.13 2.87 31.96 7.50E-20 3.40E-16 34.97 

AA388235 433100 7.91 -1.06 37.30 2.71E-21 3.68E-17 34.33 

Rpl29 19944 7.24 1.63 28.00 1.27E-18 3.44E-15 31.38 

Gm7072 631624 7.51 0.67 26.69 3.50E-18 7.44E-15 30.11 

Gm3650 100042074 -7.00 -1.29 -26.55 3.92E-18 7.62E-15 29.56 

Pttg1 30939 6.49 1.21 24.78 1.70E-17 2.43E-14 29.09 

Gm20186 100504344 6.63 -1.47 23.93 3.56E-17 4.60E-14 27.63 

4933427G23Rik 330053 5.45 -2.69 23.82 3.90E-17 4.82E-14 27.24 

Ftl1 14325 5.32 2.43 21.15 4.76E-16 3.69E-13 26.75 

Gbp2b 14468 -6.07 -1.93 -21.94 2.20E-16 2.06E-13 26.14 

Gm2427 100039794 -5.20 -2.53 -21.73 2.69E-16 2.32E-13 25.76 

AI506816 433855 -7.27 -0.29 -19.69 2.10E-15 1.27E-12 24.65 

Gm11826 100039988 7.99 -0.75 19.50 2.58E-15 1.49E-12 24.36 

Gm8801 667766 -6.47 -1.49 -17.41 2.66E-14 1.20E-11 22.28 

Gm10654 665828 6.24 -1.36 16.21 1.14E-13 4.31E-11 20.99 

Mrto4-ps2 434693 -5.26 -2.69 -16.17 1.19E-13 4.44E-11 20.73 
No associated 
gene 100503764 -5.31 -0.09 -15.67 2.24E-13 7.65E-11 20.56 

Gm19316 100502673 -6.77 -0.27 -15.57 2.58E-13 8.65E-11 20.39 
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Table 3a: Top 20 differentially expressed genes in the hippocampus between laboratory and 
Farallon strains based on B values (posterior log-odds).  Negative Log2FC values indicate 
overexpression in the Farallon strain relative to the laboratory strain 
 
Laboratory vs. Farallon, Hippocampus 

Gene 
Gene 

ID Log2FC AveExpr t P. Value adj. P Val. B 

Scg5 20394 -1.85 6.86 -40.36 3.11E-24 4.23E-20 45.39 

Vcp 269523 1.81 5.02 36.42 3.87E-23 1.78E-19 42.66 

Rps3a1 20091 5.66 2.57 39.26 6.13E-24 4.23E-20 39.85 

Acp1 11431 3.77 3.20 32.79 5.02E-22 1.39E-18 38.64 

Pgk1 18655 5.11 2.88 34.44 1.51E-22 5.20E-19 38.52 

Aldh7a1 110695 1.22 5.73 29.84 4.98E-21 1.11E-17 38.18 

Srp9 27058 2.38 4.18 29.02 9.83E-21 1.63E-17 37.12 

2610507I01Rik 72203 3.80 2.64 29.69 5.61E-21 1.11E-17 36.02 

Rpl21 19933 3.74 2.37 28.92 1.06E-20 1.63E-17 35.37 

Hmgn2 15331 3.31 3.03 27.27 4.42E-20 6.10E-17 35.05 

Hdac1 433759 2.13 2.99 26.39 9.72E-20 1.10E-16 34.56 

Hmga1 15361 2.71 2.83 26.32 1.04E-19 1.10E-16 33.93 

Rps18 20084 3.80 2.75 26.32 1.04E-19 1.10E-16 33.90 

Tmem181b-ps 547127 -1.60 7.75 -23.27 1.98E-18 1.82E-15 32.22 

Rpl14 67115 1.25 5.43 23.17 2.22E-18 1.91E-15 32.14 

Ftl1 14325 5.32 2.44 24.55 5.51E-19 5.42E-16 31.78 

Amd1 11702 1.28 4.88 22.55 4.23E-18 3.43E-15 31.49 

Gabra2 14395 -1.51 7.04 -22.09 6.92E-18 5.30E-15 30.97 

Acaa1a 113868 1.28 4.69 21.45 1.38E-17 9.99E-15 30.32 

Wdfy1 69368 -1.19 5.46 -21.16 1.92E-17 1.32E-14 29.97 
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Table 3b: Differentially expressed genes in the hippocampus between laboratory and Farallon 
strains based on stringent log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values (< 1e-10).  Negative Log2FC values 
indicate overexpression in the Farallon strain relative to the laboratory strain. 
 
Laboratory vs. Farallon, Hippocampus 

Gene Gene ID Log2FC AveExpr t P. Value adj.P.Val B 

Rps3a1 20091 5.65 2.56 36.78 3.66E-21 2.49E-17 37.10 

Pgk1 18655 5.11 2.87 33.09 3.55E-20 1.38E-16 35.68 

AA388235 433100 8.21 -1.06 39.49 7.92E-22 7.17E-18 35.03 

Rpl29 19944 7.79 1.63 29.12 5.50E-19 1.36E-15 31.80 

Gm3650 100042074 -7.69 -1.29 -28.69 7.55E-19 1.55E-15 30.53 

Pttg1 30939 5.98 1.21 24.32 2.51E-17 4.01E-14 28.90 

Gm7072 631624 6.27 0.67 24.18 2.85E-17 4.30E-14 28.64 

Gm2427 100039794 -5.60 -2.53 -23.65 4.53E-17 6.10E-14 27.07 

Gm20186 100504344 5.74 -1.47 22.28 1.60E-16 1.50E-13 26.67 

Gbp2b 14468 -6.07 -1.93 -22.59 1.19E-16 1.25E-13 26.66 

A330049N07Rik 327768 5.79 -2.85 22.37 1.46E-16 1.47E-13 26.30 

Ftl1 14325 5.32 2.43 20.27 1.15E-15 8.22E-13 25.86 

AI506816 433855 -7.60 -0.29 -20.71 7.38E-16 5.65E-13 25.51 

H2-K2 630499 6.04 -2.25 20.70 7.44E-16 5.65E-13 25.14 

Gm11826 100039988 7.56 -0.75 18.82 5.36E-15 3.23E-12 23.73 

Gm8801 667766 -6.84 -1.49 -18.19 1.08E-14 5.64E-12 22.98 

Pla2g2f 26971 6.95 -1.91 17.91 1.49E-14 7.13E-12 22.91 

Lefty1 13590 7.31 -1.43 16.96 4.53E-14 1.81E-11 21.88 

Gm10654 665828 6.29 -1.36 16.30 1.02E-13 3.55E-11 21.05 
 
C920006O11Rik 320295 5.55 -0.46 15.89 1.71E-13 5.59E-11 20.66 

Gm19316 100502673 -7.20 -0.27 -15.80 1.92E-13 6.06E-11 20.57 
No associated 
gene 100503764 -5.32 -0.09 -15.43 3.06E-13 9.11E-11 20.23 
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Gene expression differences between the amygdala and hippocampus are shown for the 

C57Bl/6 mice (Table 4a and 4b) and Farallon mice (Tables 5a and 5b). Of the top 20 genes 

differentially expressed between the two brain regions based on B values, there were substantive 

similarities between the wild and laboratory strains, with 15 of the top 20 differentially expressed 

based on B values being the same (Tables 4a and 5a). Furthermore, the expression patterns 

(upregulation versus downregulation) and fold-differences for shared genes were substantively 

similar. Interestingly, based on numbers of differentially expressed genes using stringent log2 FC 

and adjusted P values (Tables 2b, 3b, 4b and 5b), variation in gene expression appears greater 

within a given brain region across strains than between the two different brain regions within 

strains (See Tables 4b, and 5b), supporting the central hypothesis of this thesis and suggesting 

interesting biological differences that merit further investigation. 
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Table 4a: Top 20 differentially expressed genes in the laboratory strain between the amygdala 
and hippocampus based on B values (posterior log-odds).Negative Log2FC values indicate 
overexpression in the hippocampus relative to the amygdala. 
 
Amygdala vs. Hippocampus, Laboratory 

Gene Gene ID Log2FC AveExpr t P. Value 
adj. P 
Val. B 

Hap1 15114 2.96 8.20 41.42 1.64E-24 2.26E-20 46.09 

Nr2f2 11819 3.79 5.51 38.68 8.82E-24 6.08E-20 43.97 

Camk2d 108058 2.93 7.49 37.48 1.91E-23 8.77E-20 43.69 

Car10 72605 2.33 6.44 34.65 1.31E-22 4.52E-19 41.78 

Hpcal1 53602 2.84 5.70 34.07 1.97E-22 5.42E-19 41.32 

Nr3c2 110784 -2.18 6.98 -33.79 2.42E-22 5.56E-19 41.20 

Jph1 57339 -2.51 5.43 -33.52 2.93E-22 5.78E-19 40.86 

Tmem132e 270893 2.45 4.46 32.47 6.39E-22 1.10E-18 39.85 

Timp2 21858 2.36 8.47 31.36 1.49E-21 2.05E-18 39.42 

Tmem35a 67564 1.33 6.28 30.04 4.25E-21 5.32E-18 38.37 

Wdr6 83669 2.23 7.76 29.79 5.20E-21 5.64E-18 38.18 

Arhgap6 11856 4.55 3.72 31.94 9.50E-22 1.46E-18 38.16 

Plxnc1 54712 2.06 6.61 29.76 5.32E-21 5.64E-18 38.15 

Sema7a 20361 -2.20 6.66 -29.55 6.32E-21 6.17E-18 37.98 

Pnck 93843 1.63 6.62 29.41 7.08E-21 6.17E-18 37.87 

Dagla 269060 -1.75 7.43 -29.40 7.16E-21 6.17E-18 37.86 

Dner 227325 1.28 7.90 29.25 8.08E-21 6.56E-18 37.74 

Gda 14544 1.47 8.69 28.93 1.05E-20 8.08E-18 37.47 

Pgrmc1 53328 1.29 8.38 28.57 1.43E-20 1.04E-17 37.16 

Cdh4 12561 3.32 5.28 28.37 1.70E-20 1.17E-17 36.86 
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Table 4b: Differentially expressed genes in the laboratory strain between the amygdala and 
hippocampus based on stringent log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values (< 1e-10). Negative 
Log2FC values indicate overexpression in the hippocampus relative to the amygdala. 
 
Amygdala vs. Hippocampus, Laboratory 

Gene Gene ID Log2FC AveExpr t P.Value adj.P.Val B 

Lct 226413 -7.19 3.62 -21.00 5.48E-16 1.25E-13 25.31 

Otof 83762 5.84 4.62 18.12 1.17E-14 1.28E-12 23.51 

Baiap3 545192 5.30 5.34 17.77 1.74E-14 1.78E-12 23.32 

Ankfn1 382543 5.13 1.11 19.36 3.00E-15 4.43E-13 22.47 

Olig3 94222 5.80 -2.26 21.54 3.25E-16 8.41E-14 21.95 

Pla2g2f 26971 -7.30 -1.91 -19.65 2.19E-15 3.53E-13 21.55 

Gpr88 64378 5.03 3.26 16.08 1.34E-13 8.92E-12 21.06 

Scn5a 20271 6.15 3.11 16.17 1.19E-13 8.08E-12 20.82 

Magel2 27385 5.06 2.18 15.53 2.69E-13 1.57E-11 19.96 

Gabrq 57249 5.71 0.30 16.30 1.02E-13 7.39E-12 19.61 

Scn10a 20264 6.09 -1.46 16.97 4.48E-14 3.68E-12 19.45 

Nhlh1 18071 -6.65 -0.86 -15.45 2.99E-13 1.71E-11 18.31 

Scn11a 24046 5.75 -1.54 15.50 2.82E-13 1.64E-11 18.24 

Kir3dl2 245615 5.79 -2.14 14.80 7.07E-13 3.55E-11 17.30 
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Table 5a: Top 20 differentially expressed genes in the Farallon strain between the amygdala 
and hippocampus based on B values (posterior log-odds). Negative Log2FC values indicate 
overexpression in the hippocampus relative to the amygdala. 
 
Amygdala vs. Hippocampus, Farallon 

Gene Gene ID Log2FC AveExpr t P. Value 
adj. P 
Val. B 

Hap1 15114 3.12 8.20 43.36 5.32E-25 7.34E-21 47.10 

Nr2f2 11819 3.81 5.51 39.10 6.78E-24 3.49E-20 44.10 

Hpcal1 53602 3.93 5.70 38.92 7.58E-24 3.49E-20 43.94 

Car10 72605 2.44 6.44 36.05 4.97E-23 1.42E-19 42.68 

Timp2 21858 2.70 8.47 35.73 6.17E-23 1.42E-19 42.54 

Tmem132e 270893 2.82 4.46 35.74 6.12E-23 1.42E-19 41.74 

Camk2d 108058 2.54 7.49 33.23 3.63E-22 7.16E-19 40.80 

Atp2b1 67972 -1.89 10.07 -31.25 1.63E-21 2.49E-18 39.33 

Nr3c2 110784 -1.95 6.98 -30.98 2.00E-21 2.76E-18 39.11 

Arhgap6 11856 4.18 3.72 32.58 5.86E-22 1.01E-18 38.79 

Cdh4 12561 3.44 5.28 30.35 3.29E-21 4.12E-18 38.40 

Tmem35a 67564 1.32 6.28 29.33 7.54E-21 8.66E-18 37.79 

Kcnd2 16508 -1.33 7.42 -28.55 1.46E-20 1.41E-17 37.15 

Wdr6 83669 2.14 7.76 28.48 1.54E-20 1.41E-17 37.09 

Samd14 217125 1.64 5.69 28.49 1.53E-20 1.41E-17 37.07 

Sema7a 20361 -2.05 6.66 -28.34 1.73E-20 1.45E-17 36.97 

Plxnc1 54712 1.92 6.61 28.31 1.79E-20 1.45E-17 36.94 

Dagla 269060 -1.65 7.43 -27.98 2.36E-20 1.81E-17 36.66 

Fam210b 67017 -2.50 5.00 -27.64 3.17E-20 2.30E-17 36.25 

Gabra5 110886 -1.70 7.04 -27.28 4.36E-20 3.01E-17 36.05 
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Table 5b: Differentially expressed genes in the Farallon strain between the amygdala and 
hippocampus based on stringent log2FC |> 5 |and adjusted p-values (< 1e-10). Negative 
Log2FC values indicate overexpression in the hippocampus relative to the amygdala. 
 
Amygdala vs. Hippocampus, Farallon 

Gene Gene ID logF2C AveExpr t P. Value adj.P.Val B 

Lct 226413 -7.18 3.62 -21.00 5.50E-16 1.42E-13 24.87 

Olig3 94222 6.20 -2.26 23.45 5.43E-17 2.29E-14 21.95 

Scn5a 20271 5.25 3.11 15.42 3.13E-13 1.95E-11 19.98 

Ecel1 13599 6.28 3.88 14.68 8.39E-13 4.54E-11 19.26 

Optc 269120 5.39 0.00 16.42 8.78E-14 7.04E-12 19.07 

Gabrq 57249 5.72 0.30 16.20 1.15E-13 8.54E-12 18.94 

Scn11a 24046 6.49 -1.54 16.92 4.75E-14 4.41E-12 18.56 

Akr1c18 105349 -5.35 -0.86 -15.35 3.41E-13 2.07E-11 17.77 
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Discussion 

While there were many differentially expressed genes, our focus was on genes involved 

in stress and neurologic disease, as shown in studies in mice and/or humans. Some of the 

differentially expressed genes identified between strains have functions of interest relating to 

stress, immunity, and neurologic disease. Tables 6a, 7a and 8a identify expression trends for 

biologically interesting genes that are differentially expressed between strains in both brain 

regions, the hippocampus, and the amygdala respectively. Tables 6b, 7b and 8b provide a more 

detailed summary of properties and functions for each gene.  

Tables 6a and 6b list differentially expressed genes between strains found in both brain 

regions that are of potential biological relevance. These genes appear to play several interesting 

roles including regulation of protein folding/aggregation, macrophage signaling, motor 

function, energy metabolism, iron metabolism and neurotransmission. Many are associated 

with neurodegenerative disorders, mental illness, or anxiety. One, transmembrane protein 

181B, has no known function. 
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Table 6a: Differentially expressed genes of interest between strains in both the amygdala and hippocampus. A = amygdala, H = 
hippocampus, 
B6 = lab strain, MmF = Farallon strain; * = significance in expression trend (Adj. p value ≤ 0.05) 

Gene ID Gene Name Summary Amygdala 
Rank 

Hippocampus 
rank 

Expression Trends 

20091 Ribosomal 
protein S3A1 
(Rps3a1) 

Suppresses 𝛼𝛼Syn, 
associated with 
Parkinson’s disease 

3 3 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6 

A > H in MmF 

18655 Phosphoglycerate 
kinase 1 (Pgk1) 

Shown to have 
importance in motor 
function 

6 5 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6* 

A < H in MmF 

547127 Transmembrane 
protein 181B 
(Tmem181b-ps) 

Primarily expressed 
in frontal cortex 

11 14 B6 < MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A > H in B6* 

A > H in MmF* 

14325 Ferritin light 
polypeptide 1 
(Ftl1) 

Codes iron storage 
protein, iron 
accumulation 
associated with 
neurodegeneration 

16 16 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A > H in B6* 

A > H in MmF 

14395 GABA A receptor 
(Gabra2) 

Modulates GABA 
receptors, reduces 
excitability  

19 18 B6 < MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A > H in B6* 

A > H in MmF* 
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Table 6b: Properties of selected genes of interest between strains in both amygdala and hippocampus 
Gene ID Gene Name Properties 
20091 Ribosomal protein S3A1 Appears to bind to α-synuclein, which may aggregate and form Lewy bodies in the brain. These Lewy bodies 

are associated with neuronal cell death in Parkinson's disease. S3A1 acts as a chaperone to prevent 
aggregation in a yeast α-synuclein overexpression model.82 

Also appears to play roles in cell transformation and macrophage signaling in response to lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS), suggesting roles in immunity and inflammation.83,84 

Yang et al ( 2016) reported systemic administration of LPS in adult mice results in increased anxiety-like 
behaviors in an elevated plus maze, increased astrocyte activation in the hippocampus and amygdala, and 
increased levels of CXCL12 chemokine in the hippocampus, amygdala, and blood. Anxiety-like behaviors 
could be abrogated by localized administration of an antagonist of CXCR4 (a CXCL12 receptor) into the 
amygdala, as well as by microinjection of shRNAs against CXCR4 into the amygdala.85 This ribosomal protein 
may play roles in neurodegenerative diseases and anxiety. 

18655 Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 Expressed in multiple tissues and along with its role in carbohydrate metabolism and energy production may 
mediate neuroprotective effects86 and is necessary for normal motor function. Specifically, deficiency of 
Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 is associated with motor symptoms resembling Parkinson’s disease.87,88 Post-
mortem proteomics studies have revealed alterations of energy metabolism in schizophrenic patients89,90,91 
Hypofunction of NDMA receptors is thought to contribute to schizophrenia.92 Human oligodendrocyte cell 
lines treated with the NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 exhibited significantly increased levels of 
phosphoglycerate kinase. These effects could be ameliorated with the antipsychotic clozapine. This study 
indicates a potential role of phosphoglycerate kinase regulation within oligodendrocytes in schizophrenia.93 

547127 Transmembrane protein 
181B 

A pseudogene expressed primarily in the central nervous system, particularly the frontal lobe in adult 
animals, though its function, if any, has not been elucidated.94 

14325 Ferritin light polypeptide 1 Expressed in a number of tissues, primarily the liver, but, plays a role in cerebral iron storage,95 is associated 
with neurodegenerative disorders96 and like ribosomal protein S3A1, is involved in macrophage signaling in 
response to LPS.97 

14395 GABA A receptor A ligand-gated ion channel that binds to γ-aminobutyric acid , a major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the 
adult mammalian brain.98 Although present in multiple tissues, it is expressed primarily in the fetal brain, 
adult frontal cortex, and retina in humans.99 Of potential significance is that genetic knockdown of the 
gamma 2 subunit is associated with increased anxiety-related behavior in mice.100 
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Differentially expressed genes of interest between strains in the hippocampus are 

shown in Tables 7a and 7b. This group includes genes involved in histone modification, 

embryonic development, cell growth and mitochondrial oxidation. Two of three 3 genes 

discussed here also appear to be associated with neurodegenerative diseases. Differential 

expression of genes involved in glycolysis (Table 6b) as well as in mitochondrial oxidation(Table 

7b) suggest the possibility of multiple differences in energy metabolism between the two 

strains of mice. 
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Table 7a: Differentially expressed genes of interest between strains in the hippocampus. A = amygdala, H = hippocampus, 
B6 = lab strain, MmF = Farallon strain; * = significance in expression trend (Adj. p value ≤ 0.05) 

Gene ID  Gene Name  Function Hippocampus Rank Expression Trends 

433759 Histone deacetylase 1 
(Hdac1) 

Associated with stress, inflammatory 
processes, brain function, epigenetics  

11 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6* 

A < H in MmF 

11702 S-adenosylmethionine 
decarboxylase 1 (Amd1) 

Important in cell growth and embryonic 
development. Regulator of embryonic 
stem-cell renewal. 

17 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6* 

A < H in MmF 

113868 Acetyl-Coenzyme A 
acyltransferase 1A 
(Acaa1a) 

Mostly expressed in the liver of mice, 
Human gene may play role in Alzheimer’s 
disease 

19 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6* 

A < H in MmF* 
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Table 7b: Properties of selected genes of interest differentially expressed between strains in the hippocampus 
Gene ID 
  

Gene Name Properties 

433759 Histone deacetylase 1 Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors , particularly inhibitors of HDACs 1 and 3, may help reverse 
cognitive deficits found in neurodegenerative disorders and age-related memory decline.101 An 
experiment using different mouse strains experiencing early life stressors found that inhibition of HDAC 1 
improved cognitive deficits, though the effects were strain dependent.102 
Associated with regulation of transcription. It deacetylates N-terminal lysine residues of core histone 
proteins, deacetylates SP transcription factors, and is a component of the BRG1-RB1-HDAC1 complex, 
which negatively regulates Calcium RESponsive (CREST) mediated transcription in resting neurons.103, 104 It 
is thought that this complex is important for calcium dependent transcriptional regulation of neuronal 
genes. The CREST Complex appears to play a role in inflammatory responses and neurodegenerative 
diseases. Knock out of CREST in C57Bl/6 mice resulted in increased microglial activation in knockout and 
heterozygous mice. Heterozygous mice also exhibited increased expression of pro-inflammatory genes. In 
addition, both aged mice with a human amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)-associated CREST mutation 
knock-in, as well as heterozygous CREST knock outs, exhibited motor impairment with some hallmarks 
consistent with ALS.104,105 

11702 S-adenosylmethionine 
decarboxylase 1 

Expressed in multiple tissues, including the central nervous system, and plays important roles in 
embryonic development and cell growth.106,107,108 

113868 Acetyl-Coenzyme A 
acyltransferase 1A 

Although this is not a mitochondrial gene, is involved in mitochondrial oxidation and is ubiquitously 
expressed.109, 110 The differential expression of this gene may reflect metabolic differences in the 
hippocampus. While expressed in the developing central nervous system, in adults it is expressed most in 
the liver and duodenum.111 
 
Acetyl-Coenzyme A acyltransferase 1 appears to be involved in macrophage metabolism of cholesterol.112 
and may be important in Alzheimer’s disease. Abrogation of the human gene appears to reduce tau 
formation in neuroblastoma cell cultures expressing human tau and in neurons from transgenic mice 
modeling Alzheimer’s disease (triple transgenic AD mice that express mutant forms of amyloid precursor 
protein presenilin-1, and human tau). Interestingly, these experiments had no effect on mouse tau 
protein.113 
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Differentially expressed genes of interest between strains in the amygdala are shown in 

Tables 8a and 8b. The relationship between stress, neurological disease and these genes is less 

clear than for the others. One gene is a long noncoding sequence with unknown function but 

associated with autism, while the others appear to be highly expressed in the brain, and have 

multiple functions including cell growth, differentiation, and oxidative stress. Additional 

functional studies involving these genes, especially the noncoding sequence, may be helpful in 

elucidating specific roles and relationships.  
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Table 8a: Differentially expressed genes of interest between strains in the amygdala. A = amygdala, H = hippocampus, 
B6 = lab strain, MmF = Farallon strain; * = significance in expression trend (Adj. p value ≤ 0.05) 

Gene ID  Gene Name Function Amygdala 
Rank 

Expression Trends 

68982 RIKEN cDNA 1500015A07 
(1500015A07Rik) 

May be associated with autism 12 B6 < MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6* 

A > H in MmF 

233020 Homeodomain interacting 
protein kinase 4 (Hipk4) 

Commonly expressed in the 
brain 

14 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A < H in B6* 

A < H in MmF* 

78832 CDK2 associated, cullin 
domain 1 (Cacul1) 

Regulates antioxidant response 18 B6 > MmF in amygdala and hippocampus* 
A > H in B6* 

A > H in MmF* 

 

Table 8b Properties of selected genes of interest differentially expressed between strains in the amygdala 
Gene ID Gene Name Properties 
68982 RIKEN cDNA 1500015A07 A long noncoding sequence associated with excitatory neurons of the cerebral cortex, the 

hippocampus, hypothalamus and hindbrain, and is found in other brain regions as well.114 No 
functions have been identified for this sequence, but it appears to be significantly downregulated in 
a mouse model of autism.115 

233020 Homeodomain interacting protein 
kinase 4 

An enzyme expressed primarily in the brain and testes but is also found in several additional tissues 
in humans and mice.116,117,118 It may play a role in the phosphorylation of the tumor suppressor 
p53.119,120 

78832 CDK2 associated, cullin domain 1 A cell cycle protein involved in cell growth. It is expressed in a number of tissues in both humans 
and mice.121,122,123 In addition, it appears to increase antioxidant activity,124 down-regulate 
adipogenesis,125 negatively regulate retinoic acid-induced neuronal differentiation of P19 (mouse 
embryonic carcinoma) cells,126 and inhibit androgen receptor-mediated transcriptional activation in 
human prostate cancer cells via direct interaction with the androgen receptors.127 
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Taken together, we see significant differential gene expression in several transcripts 

related to neurodegenerative diseases, transcriptional regulation, energy metabolism, and 

inflammation and immunity. Some of these also appear to play a role in anxiety. Knockout of one 

differentially expressed gene, 14395 (GABA A receptor), appears to increase anxiety-related 

behavior in mice,100 and another (78832, CDK2 associated cullin domain 1), appears to interact 

with steroid receptors and promote antioxidant activity in stressed but not unstressed cells.124 

The latter finding suggests a possible role of genes associated with inflammation in stress 

responses. The link between inflammation and anxiety disorders, depressive disorders and 

neurodegenerative diseases has been documented in several studies.128,129,130,131,132,133 

Therefore, the differential expression of genes involved in inflammation are of particular interest. 

The relationship between inflammation and anxiety or depression in humans is not clear,131 but 

comparing mouse strains with these differing expression patterns may be useful for studies that 

address this relationship, and may provide starting points to elucidate pathological mechanisms 

in neurodegenerative diseases. 

In addition to the preponderance of differentially expressed genes involved in 

inflammation and associated with neurological disorders, the pathway analysis produced some 

other interesting findings. Notably, Farallon mice showed higher expression of genes involved in 

the 5HT2 receptor signaling pathway relative to C57BL/6 mice in the hippocampus but showed 

lower expression than the laboratory strain in the amygdala. Farallon mice also showed lower 

expression of genes in the 5HT3 receptor signaling pathway than the laboratory strain in the 

hippocampus.  
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Serotonin receptors mediate a wide variety of physiological processes. There are seven 

known families of serotonin receptors numbered 5HT1 through 5HT7, and 5HT1 and 2 contain 

several subtypes.134 Activation of the 5HT2 signaling pathways in the periaqueductal grey has 

been associated with anxiolytic effects in mice as measured by open arm activity in the elevated 

plus maze.135 These receptors are also found in the amygdala where they are thought to play a 

role in mediating anxiolytic effects in mice and rats, and activate the HPA axis in rats.136 Another 

role of 5HT2 receptor pathways appear to be modulation of immune responses. While the exact 

functions and mechanisms have not yet been well elucidated, central 5HT2 receptors appear to 

play roles in peripheral T cell activation. A 5HT2 agonist administered into the lateral ventricles 

of rats resulted in decreased mitogen-induced T cell proliferation using an in vitro trunk blood 

assay, similar to effects seen with systemic fluoxetine, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor. 

Moreover, central administration of a 5HT2 antagonist abrogated the effects of systemic 

fluoxetine.137 Further investigation into the roles of these pathways in different brain regions, 

and the immune responses of the Farallon strain in comparison to commonly used laboratory 

strains may provide insights that could help optimize animal models, particularly with regard to 

nervous system disorders with immune components.  

 The 5HT3 receptor is the only serotonin receptor that is a neurotransmitter gated ion 

channel; the rest are G protein coupled receptors.138 The 5HT3 receptor appears to play roles in 

emesis, irritable bowel syndrome, and anxiety. 5-HT3 receptor gene knockout mice exhibit less 

anxious behavior and the use of 5-HT3 receptor antagonists result in anxiolytic effects.139 Of note 

is that deletions appear to have different effects in males and females,140 indicating that future 

studies comparing expression patterns in brains of both sexes are warranted in the strains used 
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for our experiment. 5-HT3 receptor overexpressing transgenic mice, on the other hand, appear 

to exhibit greater exploratory behavior in response to novel objects, and like the knockout mice, 

also exhibit decreased anxiety behaviors (as measured in the elevated plus-maze). However, 

these animals also exhibit greater contextual fear conditioning, which can be blocked with the 

5HT3 antagonist ondansetron, but show no differences in cued fear conditioning using a tone as 

a conditioned stimulus. In addition, they demonstrate enhanced latent inhibition (reduced 

associative learning when there is pre-exposure to a cue); freezing in response to the contextual 

fear conditioning was reduced with pre-exposure to the tone cue relative to controls.141 These 

studies demonstrate that the effects of this system on anxiety behaviors and learning are not 

straightforward. Further comparisons of behavioral profiles with expression patterns could help 

clarify the roles of individual serotonin receptor pathways, as well as provide insights on 

contributions to fitness, particularly in light of differing life histories between island mice, 

continental wild mice, and laboratory strains. 

Convergent functional genomics is a somewhat more systems-based approach to 

assessing gene expression features in mouse models and may inform understanding of anxiety 

disorders. A 2011 study used an experimental design that involved measuring changes in gene 

expression in response to the anxiogenic drug yohimbine, and the anxiolytic drug diazepam in 

male C57BL/6 mice aged 8-12 weeks. Genes of interest were evaluated in terms of functional 

relevance to human anxiety using a convergent functional genomics approach that referenced 

human and animal model literature.142 None of the top candidate genes for the amygdala from 

that study were included in our top differentially expressed genes comparing the two strains. For 

the hippocampus, however, one gene, Lefty1, met our high stringency criteria, with the 
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laboratory strain demonstrating significantly increased expression relative to the Farallon strain. 

Lefty1 is member of the TGF-β superfamily and is important in development, specifically left-right 

axis formation, including CNS lateralization.143,144 Significantly, Lefty1 also appears to have a role 

in mediation of peripheral anti-inflammatory effects.145,146 C57BL/6 mice with surgical ureteral 

obstruction to model kidney fibrosis showed decreased inflammation based on histological 

examination, western blot and RT-qPCR analysis. Complementary in vitro studies demonstrated 

that Lefty‑1 significantly inhibited LPS‑induced inflammatory marker expression.145  Lefty1 would 

therefore be an important candidate for further functional studies, particularly regarding 

possible roles in stress response, anxiety, and CNS inflammation. Several other genes identified 

in the 2011 study by Le-Niculescu et al, while not meeting our high stringency standards, were 

differentially expressed, with adjusted p values of 0.05 or less (see Supplemental Tables 2a and 

2b). For the amygdala, four candidate genes identified through the convergent functional 

genomics approach referenced above had significant differences in expression across strains and, 

for the hippocampus, 26 of these candidate genes (including Lefty1) exhibited significant 

differential expression in our comparisons here. This lends support regarding the usefulness of 

the Farallon strain (and potentially wild mice generally) both as a model to understand the 

mechanisms underlying anxiety disorders, and as a model to evaluate evolutionary pressures and 

adaptations associated with stress. 

To confirm that sample collection was in the correct anatomical location, markers for the 

amygdala and hippocampus were evaluated. A 2010 study using C57/BL6 and A/J stains identified 

expression patterns specific for individual regions (including the amygdala and hippocampus) 

independent of strain.77 These authors provided supplementary data showing the differential 
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expression patterns between the hippocampus and amygdala for these marker genes. The genes 

that exhibited the greatest fold differences (90 genes with log2 FC equivalent of 1.00 or greater) 

were compared to those in our unfiltered list of differentially expressed genes and despite slightly 

different methodologies, showed identical direction of differential expression and substantively 

similar expression patterns for most genes (particularly for the laboratory strain). These findings 

are consistent with sampling of the appropriate neuroanatomical locations in our experiments. 

Notably, a Wilcoxon signed rank test comparing the data in the paper to our laboratory strain 

results were not significantly different ( p-value: 0.0877), but the comparison of the paper data 

with the Farallon strain shows significant differences (p-value: 0.0271; see Tables 9 and 10, 

Supplemental Table 3 and Supplemental Figures 2, 3, and 4). In addition to confirming 

neuroanatomical sampling sites, this information also highlights differences between 

domesticated mouse strains and the wild island Farallon mice that merit further investigation. 

Table 9: Wilcoxon Signed Rank test results comparing B6 differential gene expression data for 
genes associated with a particular brain region (hippocampus versus amygdala). Reference 
data was from supplementary material in De Jong et al (2010) 
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Table 10: Wilcoxon Signed Rank test results comparing MmF differential gene expression data 
for genes associated with a particular brain region(hippocampus versus amygdala). Reference 
data was from supplementary material in De Jong et al (2010) 

 

Other brain region markers were also analyzed. For the amygdala, ARP-1 (Nr2f2), Acvr2, 

lamb-3 and Avp expression were evaluated.147 Each of these markers showed increased 

expression in the amygdala when compared to the hippocampus in both C57BL/6 and Farallon 

strains. All the values showed significant differences in terms of differential expression between 

the amygdala and hippocampus with an adjusted p value of 0.05 or less, with the exception of 

Avp. For Avp (encoding the neuropeptide hormone vasopressin) differential expression values 

between brain regions were lower and did not achieve significance for the laboratory strain, but 

were greater and achieved significance for the Farallon mice. This has potential ramifications for 

anxiety, since vasopressin mediates an increased fear response and has been strongly implicated 

in anxiety-related behavior in rats.148,149,150 Experiments involving low anxiety and high anxiety 

Wistar rat strains support this idea. The high anxiety strain demonstrates abnormal 

dexamethasone-suppressed corticotropin releasing hormone (dex/crh) test results mediated by 

hypothalamic vasopressin, as verified by Avp quantification using in vivo microdialysis in the 
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hypothalamus, in situ hybridization in the hypothalamus using Avp mRNA probes, and the 

observation that the aberrations in the dex/crh test could be abolished by administration of 

vasopressor1 receptor antagonists.149 A follow up experiment demonstrated that chronic 

treatment with paroxetine, a serotonin reuptake inhibitor normalized dex/crh test results and 

improved active coping behavior in the high anxiety strain, but had no effect on the low anxiety 

strain.150 Such findings invite speculation that domestication of laboratory strains and preference 

for animals that are easily handled could have selected for animals with lower Avp expression in 

the amygdala. Immunohistochemistry experiments comparing wild and domesticated Institute 

of Cancer Research (ICR ) mice have demonstrated changes in the quantity and distribution of 

Avp-reactive cells in the medial preoptic area/anterior hypothalamus.151 A similar experiment 

comparing the distribution in the amygdala for the Farallon and C57BL/6 strains would be a 

logical next step in characterizing our observation.  

For the hippocampus, markers associated with adult hippocampal neurogenesis were 

evaluated.152 We expected to find increased expression of these markers relative to the 

amygdala, but found this was the case for only two of the eight marker genes described by un 

Halbach for both strains. These were Glial fibrillary acidic protein and Nestin. NeuroD showed 

significantly increased expression in the hippocampus relative to the amygdala in the laboratory 

strain but not the Farallon strain, suggesting potential biological differences between the strains. 

Pax6 showed increased expression in the amygdala relative to the hippocampus in both strains 

that were not significant. The remainder of the markers (Ncam, Dcx, Tubb3 and Calb2) showed 

significantly higher expression in the amygdala relative to the hippocampus in both strains, which 

was unexpected. However, the unexpected findings may be explained by the fact that adult 
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neurogenesis does occur in other brain regions, including the amygdala.153,154 Indeed, adult 

neurogenesis in the amygdala has been linked to social behaviors in some species.155 An 

interesting future direction would be to characterize the Farallon strain behaviorally and 

compare to common laboratory strains, with a particular focus on social behaviors and responses 

to stress. Placing the findings in the context of increased intraspecific competition, thought to be 

a significant challenge for island mice, may be especially useful.  

The island environment is thought to produce a mixed effect due to opposing pressures: 

the necessity of coexisting in larger numbers due to a “fence effect” versus the increased 

competition for resources, including mates.13,156 Male competition for mates has been 

speculated to be a driver of trait diversification and speciation, which may contribute to some 

phenotypic differences seen in island populations.156 One measurable phenotypic trait that holds 

promise as a proxy for reproductive success is testes size, which in a 2008 study was found to be 

related to risk of sperm competition.157 The increased competition would also seem likely to 

affect the stress biology of these animals, but so far the data is sparse and does not support this 

idea. A recent study on island Peromyscus leucopus indicated no significant differences in fecal 

and hair corticosterone levels in the island and mainland populations studied.158 However, the 

island population also failed to exhibit typical island phenotypic traits such as increased body size, 

and the authors suggested that this may be due to the proximity of the islands to the mainland, 

allowing animals to travel between locations when bodies of water freeze over.158 While there 

are few similar studies for house mice, preliminary studies in the Godwin lab comparing fecal 

corticosterone levels between wild mainland, wild Farallon and laboratory strains (primarily 

C57BL/6 carrying the Tw2 variant of the t-allele), found that Farallon strains had a trend towards 
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higher levels of corticosterone than a wild-derived mainland strain, though not significantly so,10 

which supports findings by Miller et al comparing other island and mainland strains8 and those 

of Chalfin et al.7 This is surprising given that island mice usually experience less predation, and 

might therefore be expected to have lower levels than mainland mice. However, these effects 

may be explained by other selective pressures such as increased competition for resources and 

mates.13,44,156 As with our discussion of HT receptor pathways, the results indicate that selective 

pressures on islands may produce unanticipated effects that merit further investigation. A 2020 

study by Payseur and colleagues evaluated specific differential gene expression patterns in 

several tissues for a population of island mice exhibiting a rapid evolution of extreme gigantism. 

The study found evidence of altered differential expression in the hypothalamus; notably there 

was high expression of genes involved in immunity. These results underscore the benefit of 

evaluating the link between immunity, metabolism, and the brain.159  

Our study was clearly an initial exploration into the differences between wild-and 

domesticated mouse strains. Building on our initial study and comparing expression patterns in 

selected brain regions, behavior, phenotypes and stress physiology between continental wild 

mice, Farallon mice and common laboratory strains may help clarify the evolutionary 

underpinnings of variations in stress responses, as well as offer insights regarding susceptibility 

to anxiety disorders. It would be useful to explore the degree to which the differences we 

described are consistent across other comparisons of wild-derived and domesticated mice as well 

as wild-derived mice that either have or have not experienced a recent history of strong 

predation pressure. Oh et al. (in review) begins to address this question from a genome sequence 

standpoint and find what appears to be convergent positive selection (an increase in beneficial 
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traits on a population level) for numerous areas of the genome in island environments 

characterized by low predation.160 

Another interesting avenue to pursue would be the effect of housing on different strains. 

As previously mentioned, we did not see as much of a difference as expected in expression of 

neurogenesis markers between the hippocampus and amygdala. However, enriched 

environments increase proliferation of progenitor cells within the amygdala but not the 

hippocampus, indicating the possibility of increased adult neurogenesis in the amygdala of 

animals in enriched environments.161 The mice for this experiment were housed in standard 

caging but received social enrichment by being housed in pairs. Other experiments in the Godwin 

laboratory involved mice being held in enriched environments consisting of large, more 

naturalistic group enclosures. It would be intriguing to house both species in standard laboratory 

housing and in such enriched environments to see if housing would affect expression of 

neurogenesis markers in the amygdala, and if so, whether one strain would be more affected 

than the other. 

For all future studies, larger numbers of mice for each group are recommended, and it 

would be interesting to make comparisons with wild-caught mice. One limitation of the work 

presented here is that the Farallon mouse tissue used for this study came from captive bred mice 

of different generations, though none met the criteria of being inbred, as all animals were less 

than the F8th generation.162 In addition, two of the six Farallon mice were siblings of the same 

litter, which also may introduce covariation for those samples.  

Another study limitation was the inability to harvest enough RNA from the paraventricular 

nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus to run sequencing experiments for these samples. The PVN 
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plays key roles in the stress response. It controls the release of corticotropin releasing hormone 

(CRH) and regulates the stress response both by vasopressin production and negative feedback 

loops. Its regulatory mechanisms are important in chronic stress, and PVN driven adaptations are 

important in adapting to chronic stress as well as mediating some of its deleterious effects.163 A 

very recent study has implicated the PVN in “stress controllability”. Specifically, CRH release is 

modulated with respect to the amount of control a mouse perceives it has in a specific situation. 

Mice presented with ability to control outcomes in a stressful situation produced more CRH and 

showed increased activity of CRH producing neurons in the PVN, which correlated with robust 

escape responses. Animals without control produced less CRH, displayed decreased activity of 

CRH producing neurons, and exhibited decreased escape attempts.164 Because of the effects of 

the PVN on stress-related behaviors and adaptation, future attempts to collect PVN tissues for 

RNA sequencing are recommended, perhaps using pooled samples or alternative methods such 

as RT-PCR. 

Despite these limitations, this exploratory study demonstrates the value of investigating 

wild and wild-derived populations of mice, particularly island mice, as alternative models for 

anxiety disorders. The significant differences in expression of several genes that have been linked 

to anxiety in the amygdala and hippocampus of these two strains offer interesting preliminary 

data to launch further preclinical studies into mechanisms of stress responses and anxiety 

disorders, as well as to provide evolutionary context for variations in stress responses. Our 

findings may also provide groundwork for identifying alternative animal models that may 

contribute to understanding of human disease, and augment work with laboratory strains of mice 

currently utilized for most research. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

Supplemental Protocol 1: Brain sampling protocol (modified Palkovits technique)1 

General preparation 
 
Make sure all surfaces are treated with RNase Zap 
Use nitrile gloves 
RNase Zap is corrosive to tissues. Surfaces in contact with tissues should be RNase zapped then 
rinsed with DEPC water (use RNase free 100% ETOH when trying to avoid ice crystal formation) 
E.g. If using cold plate, cover with foil and treat foil with RNase Zap, then rinse with RNase free 
100% ethanol. 
Make sure equipment like coldplate, slides, punches and microcentrifuge are at appropriate 
temperatures (the cold plate takes about an hour after plug in to maximally cool) 
Make all reagents and dilutions in advance and store according to recommendations (e.g. on ice 
or at room temperature) 
Familiarize yourself with equipment beforehand and program machinery (centrifuges) in 
advance where possible. 
Work with tissues quickly 
 
Punching and Sample collection1 
 
Materials for Punch and Sample collection: 
Thermo Scientific Microm HM Cryostat with chucks, blades, forceps, and brushes 
Slides (Superfrost)  
RNase Zap, RNase free 100% Ethanol, DEPC water, nitrile gloves 
Foil 
Ring stand for chuck if harvesting from whole mounted brain 
Cold plate (if harvesting from thick sections on slides) 
2 ml RNase free safe lock tubes prefilled with RNase free baked zirconium oxide beads. Label 
tubes for each brain in advance. 
Dry ice for transport  
-80 Freezer for storage 
 

1. Before working, make all instruments in contact with tissues are RNASE free, and make 
sure cold plate and ringstand are cold (the cold plate can take up to an hour to reach 
minimum temperature) 

 
2. Set cryostat knife angle at ten and ensure cryostat is clean and working. Reset chuck 

position relative to knife to 28000 
 

3. Mount brain with olfactory bulbs away from chuck surface by putting a dab of OCT on 
chuck, letting in partially freeze, and setting brain on OCT in an upright position 
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brainstem down. Make sure brain is aligned as upright as possible and add more OCT at 
base once original amount has frozen completely. 

4. Mount the chuck and begin slicing and once you approach the desired location slice no 
more than 20-40 um thick slices). Slices may be placed on slides and evaluated this way 
for anatomic landmarks, since often landmarks are easier to see on slide mounted 
sections than on the cut brain surface 

 
5. ~Bregma -0.58 for Paraventricular nucleus 

 

 
 

http://mouse.brain-
map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162274&imageType=atlas&initIm
age=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4 Accessed 9/19/15 
 
~Bregma -1.58 for both amygdala and hippocampus You may be able to harvest more 
than one punch from these larger brain regions 

http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162274&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162274&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162274&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162274&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
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http://mouse.brain-
map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162238&imageType=atlas&initIm
age=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4 Accessed 9/19/15 
 

6. Two options are possible, collecting punches from whole mounted brain or collection 
from slices of known thickness. Collecting within the cryostat using whole mounted 
brain is easiest; detach the chuck from the cryostat and placing it on the ring stand 
(which is set upon the cryostat stage) and directly punch the mounted brain. Punches 
should not extend more than approximately 1 mm deep when doing mounted punches 
(S. Arambula, Patisaul lab, personal communication), This method does not, however, 
allow for precise calculation of sample volumes. Therefore, it is recommended that once 
the appropriate landmarks are reached through thin slicing, that 300 um slices are 
taken, and placed directly on a pre-chilled slide for punching. take no more than 5 serial 
slices at this thickness for punches (5 sections at this thickness confirmed using atlas 
measures from initial sample collection landmarks). Be aware that slices will not adhere 
to slides automatically, so as per the Palkovits method recommended by Stoelting Co., 
once all slices are positioned, place a finger on the underside of the slide to promote 
enough partial thawing to adhere the sections. Clamp frosted portion of slide to cryostat 
stage with an RNase free binder clip to stabilize, and punch, keeping track of number of 
samples and hemispheres so you can do volumetric calculations for normalization, if 
needed. Tubes should be labeled with date, initials, sample ID, nucleus/brain region, 
hemisphere (the Animal’s R or L), and # punches/punch size). If multiple punches can be 

http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162238&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162238&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162238&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162238&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/siv?id=100142143&imageId=102162238&imageType=atlas&initImage=atlas&showSubImage=y&contrast=0.5,0.5,0,255,4
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taken from the areas of interest (e.g., the hippocampus can often accommodate two 
punches), take multiple samples 
Use 1.25 mm punches to collect the desired tissue. Cold punches are recommended 
 
Be sure to clean punches with RNase zap followed by RNase free ethanol between 
anatomic areas and between individual brains 

 
Actual punch size diameters as per Stoelting manufacturer website: 
0.5 -> 0.51 mm 
0.75 ->0 .74 mm 
1.25 -> 1.19 mm 
 
According to the RNEasy micro handbook, a 1.5 mm cube of tissue weighs has a volume 
of about 3.38 mm3nand weighs about 3.5 to 4.5 mg 
Volume for a cylinder is πr2h 
So, 300 um =0.3 mm; therefore: 
 
One 0.5 punch= π*0.255*2*0.3=0.48 mg 
One 0.75 punch= π*0.37*2*0.3=0.70mg 
One 1.25 punch= π*0.595*2*0.3=1.12 mg 
 
When processing less than about 2 ug (~.002 mg) tissue, carrier RNA may be used, but 
based on the above calculations this should not be necessary 
 
Optimally we want 1 ug total RNA for each sample with a RIN of 7 or higher (David 
Baltzegar, personal communication) 
 
Brain tissue generally produces 4 ug total RNA per 5 mg of tissue, so for each single 
punch using a 300-um thick tissue slice: 
One 0.5 mm punch will produce ~0. 38ug RNA 

 -will do one punch on 5 serial slices for each hemisphere (total=1.3 
ug/hemisphere) 

One 0.75 mm punch will produce ~0.0.56 ug RNA  
-will do one punch on 5 serial slices for each hemisphere (total=1.9 
ug/hemisphere) 

One 1.25 mm punch will produce ~0.90 ug RNA 
-will do one punch on 5 serial slices for each hemisphere (total=3.0 
ug/hemisphere) 

 
Place tube immediately in dry ice and store in -70 until disruption and homogenization  
 

1. Palkovits, M. (1983). [23] Punch sampling biopsy technique. In Methods in enzymology 
(Vol. 103, pp. 368-376). Academic Press. 
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Supplemental Protocol 2 RNA isolation for very small amounts of tissue 

Protocol for RNA isolation of dry frozen punches using the Qiagen RNA Extraction 

RNeasy micro kit. (protocol modified for small sample amounts to maximize both yield 

and purity*) 

Materials: 

Nitrile gloves 

Fume hood 

Microcentrifuge 

Vortex 

RNase Zap 

RNase free 100% Ethanol 

RNAse free 80% Ethanol  

(24 ml ETOH mixed with 6 ml RNAse free water from RNEasy kit) 

RNase free 70% Ethanol (at least 350 ul per sample) 

(dilute ethanol using distilled H20-not supplied in kit) Can use RNase free or DEPC water 

instead 

Pipets and RNase free pipette tips 

Qiagen RNeasy Plus micro RNA Extraction kit 

RNAse free water (some in kit) 

1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes Label in advance, and label some for extra aqueous layer 

from Trireagent extraction step, since you will need to store anything over 350 ul. 

Disrupted and homogenized frozen samples in Trireagent 
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Chloroform or BCP 

 

1. __UNDER FUME HOOD add 100 ul BCP for every 1 ml Trireagent used for phase 

separation 

 

2. __Shake well for 15 seconds 

 

3. __Let stand at room temperature for 5 to 10 minutes (longer is better) 

 

4. __Centrifuge for 15 minutes at 12,000 X g at 4 degrees Celsius (sample 

temperature) (program in advance!) 

 

5. ____UNDER FUME HOOD, transfer 350 ul of aqueous (TOP) phase to new RNase 

free microcentrifuge tube 

a. remainder may go into another fresh 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube.  

b. The goal is to get none of the middle or bottom layers, so do this slowly. Since 

you will need to mix with the same volume of 70% ethanol in the next step, and 700 ul 

total is the maximum the column can handle. Take only 350 ul and store the remainder 

of the layered homogenate in the -80 
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If you accidentally suck up some of the other layers pipette back in, re-vortex and spin 

again in centrifuge. Be sure to work quickly (don’t take five minutes to suck out the  

aqueous phase)-warming can cause layers to mix. 

 

6. __Immediately add 1 volume of RNase free 70% Ethanol to cleared lysate 

(usually 1 volume is 350 ul) 

 

7. __Mix by pipetting DO NOT CENTRIFUGE 

 

8. __Immediately transfer sample to an RNeasy MinElute spin column placed in the 

2 ml collection tube (both come with kit). Close lid gently 

 

9. __Centrifuge for 15 seconds at 8000 X g or greater (10,000 RPM or greater) Place 

spin column into a fresh 2 ml COLLECTION TUBE 

**FLOW THROUGH CONTAINS TRIZOL (OR RLT BUFFER IF FOLLOWING RNEASY 

INSTRUCTONS EXACLTY; RLT IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH BLEACH)-Place each in separate, 

labeled containers within fume hood-screw top container for liquids and plastic bag for 

solid waste. Label as hazardous waste 

 

9a: ____Repeat steps 8 and 9 and discard flow through 

 

10. __DNASE ON COLUMN DIGESTION: 
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KEEP DNase on ice until ready to use (I prepared and aliquoted the DNase upon receipt 

and stored the tubes at -20 until use) 

__D1.  Add 350 μl Buffer RW1 to the RNeasy spin column. Close the lid gently, 

and centrifuge for 15 s at ≥8000 x g (≥10,000 rpm) to wash the spin column 

membrane. Discard the flow-through.* 

Reuse the collection tube in step D4. 

 

__D2.  Add 10 μl DNase I stock solution (see above) to 70 μl Buffer RDD. Mix by 

gently inverting the tube, and centrifuge briefly to collect residual liquid from 

the sides of the tube. Buffer RDD is supplied with the RNase-Free DNase Set. 

Note: DNase I is especially sensitive to physical denaturation. Mixing should only 

be carried out by gently inverting the tube. Do not vortex. 

 

__D3.  Add the DNase I incubation mix (80 μl) directly to the RNeasy spin column 

membrane, and place on the benchtop (20–30°C) for 15 min. (The Qiagen 

directions say to place on the bench top for 15 minutes, but I had best results 

placing the tubes in the heat block at 30-35°C) 

Note: Be sure to add the DNase I incubation mix directly to the RNeasy spin 

column membrane. DNase digestion will be incomplete if part of the mix sticks 

to the walls or the O-ring of the spin column. 
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__D4.  Add 350 μl Buffer RW1 to the RNeasy spin column. Close the lid gently, 

and centrifuge for 15 s at ≥8000 x g (≥10,000 rpm). Discard the flow-through BY 

PIPETTING IT OUT.* Continue with the first Buffer RPE wash step in the relevant 

protocol. 

Note: In most of the protocols, the immediately following Buffer RW1 wash step 

is skipped (as indicated in the protocol). Continue with the first Buffer RPE wash 

step. 

 

11. __Add 500 ul Buffer RPE* to spin column, LET SIT FOR 5 MINUTES 

close lid gently, and centrifuge for Centrifuge for 15 seconds at 8000 X g or greater 

(10,000 RPM or greater) to wash the spin column membrane a second time. Discard 

flow through but save spin column and reuse 2 ml collection tube 

• *Make sure ethanol is added to Buffer RPE 

• Buffer RPE is supplied as a concentrate. Before using for the first time, add 4 

volumes of ethanol (96–100%) as indicated on the bottle to obtain a working solution. 

__REPEAT RPE WASH (let sit again 5 minutes before spinning) Discard flow 

through but save spin column and reuse 2 ml collection tube 

 

12. __Add 500 ul of 80% ethanol to the RNEASY MinElute Spin column. Close the lid 

gently and centrifuge for 2 minutes at ≥8000 x g (≥ 10,000rpm) to wash spin column 

membrane.  
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13. __PUT THE SPIN COLUMN IN A NEW 2ML COLLECTION TUBE AVOIDING CONTACT 

WITH FLOW THRUGH, AND THEN DISCARD OLD COLLECTION TUBE WITH FLOW 

THROUGH 

 

14. __Open the lid of the spin column and centrifuge at full speed for 5 minutes. BE 

sure to orient open lids so that they point in the direction opposite to spin  

 

15. __Put spin column in a NEW 1.5 ml collection tube  

 

16. __add 30 ul warmed (30-35°C) RNAse free water to center of spin column 

membrane AND LET SIT 5 MINUTES (in heat block), then centrifuge for 1 minute at full 

speed to elute RNA 

 

17. ___Put spin column in a fresh 1.5ml collection tube and pipette flow through 

back over column. Let sit 5 minutes (in heat block) and centrifuge for 1 minute at full 

speed to elute RNA 

Dead volume of the spin column is 2 ul so elution with 30ul results in 28 ul eluate. 

 

18. __ Aliquot samples for Nanodrop and Bioanalyzer. 

 

19. __Keep samples on ice and store at -70.  
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* protocol modified for small samples with the assistance of Dr. Melissa Slane, NCSU and Dr. 

Paula Miller-Knipple, Senior Scientist Qiagen Technical Service 
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Supplemental Table 1:  
Experimental design for sequencing: 
Three Technical replicates (all samples run on three lanes)  

 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 1: Analysis Workflow 
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Supplemental Table 2a:  
Candidate anxiety gene comparison with data from Le-Niculescu et al, 2011 for hippocampus 
genes 
Differentially expressed genes in the hippocampus (H) between laboratory (B) and Farallon 
(F) with adjusted p-values of 0.05 or less for candidate anxiety genes as reported in Niculescu 
et al, 2011. 
Negative Log2FC values indicate overexpression in the Farallons strain relative to the laboratory 
strain. 

Gene Gene ID 

Our data fold 
difference 
BvFforH (Log2FC) 

Our data AveExpr 
fold difference 
BvFforH 

Our data Adj. P 
value BvFforH  

Fos 14281 -1.250214037 3.815765439 0.050204551 
Nr4a2 18227 -0.777466569 4.897371287 0.052127637 
Egr1 13653 -0.895974373 7.008124916 0.00831496 
Homer1 26556 -0.681839545 7.076250108 0.000489306 
Rgs2 19735 -0.170122443 5.295814723 0.008596678 
Arpp21 74100 -0.382576094 8.107087234 0.00674179 
Atp2b1 67972 -0.377354662 10.06188999 0.000198013 
Egr2 13654 -1.973125122 1.652635092 0.045821108 
Penk 18619 -0.74279322 5.905606068 0.005874377 
Tac1 21333 1.597033069 3.198202186 0.019426355 
Apaf1 11783 -0.237029266 5.050218137 0.037878773 
Cckbr 12426 -0.639352351 4.440963617 0.043119131 
Dgkg 110197 -0.32973976 7.92403948 0.016804517 
Hpcal1 53602 0.87956017 5.698541235 2.59E-05 
Kcnf1 382571 0.676954662 6.779856744 0.001055723 
Pip4k2c 117150 -0.276162505 6.884681192 0.013581014 
Prkg2 19092 1.119164276 3.620385363 0.020869748 
Rgs4 19736 -0.48200844 7.851018509 0.000618441 
Spink8 78709 -0.797895202 3.082551931 4.74E-05 
Spp1 20750 2.406246483 0.575142624 0.001229112 
Tiparp 99929 -0.403973225 4.347552748 0.046897664 
Trhr 22045 -2.057889773 3.056711371 0.026817011 
Camk2d 108058 -0.601212863 7.48692979 7.48E-05 
Serpini1 20713 -0.788214864 7.817176968 4.84E-06 
Lefty1 13590 7.307111385 -1.434656591 1.81E-11 
Lpl 16956 -1.247206541 5.714143506 4.52E-07 
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Supplemental Table 2b:  
Candidate anxiety gene comparison with data from Le-Niculescu et al, 2011 for amygdala genes 
Differentially expressed genes in the Amygdala(A) between laboratory (B) and Farallon (F) 
with adjusted p-values of 0.05 or less for candidate anxiety genes as reported in 
Le-Niculescu et al, 2011 
Negative Log2FC values indicate overexpression in the Farallons strain relative to the laboratory 
strain. 

Gene 
Gene 
ID 

Our data fold 
difference 
BvFforA 
(log2FC) 

Our data 
AveExpr 
fold 
difference 
BvFforA 

Our data 
adj. P 
Value 
BvFforA 

Dgkg 110197 -0.458491168 7.92403948 0.00243966 
Dynll2 68097 0.189840146 9.29042507 0.04024413 
Hspa13 110920 0.259489398 5.94677194 0.00527154 
Hspa8 15481 0.912153262 7.48602748 1.72E-07 
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Supplemental Table 3:  
Raw data for tissue markers 
Data from: DeJong et al (2010) 
https://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2164-11-20 , Electronic 
Supplemental material, Content of the Magenta, Pink, and Red modules: red module data 
and Log2FC data for differentially expressed genes for each strain between the amygdala(A) 
and hippocampus (B). B =laboratory strain, F=Farallon strain. 
For the De Jong Data, values expression data is transformed (variance stabilizing method) and 
normalized (robust spline) yielding values comparable to LOG2 values, and only values for 
“Expression Hippocampus – Amygdala” that were greater than |1| were used for the 
Wilcoxon signed rank test comparison. 

Gene Symbol gene ID 

De Jong Data 
Expression 

Hippocampus - 
Amygdala* Log 
FC equivalent of 
|1| or greater, 
signs reversed 
to match our 

data*** 
 Log2FC AvsH 
for B 

Log2FC AvsH 
for F 

Gpr88 64378 3.25 5.02759599 4.16307844 

Vat1l 270097 2.5 3.134084109 3.43284063 

Arpp21 74100 2.47 1.633701224 1.28117412 

Rgs9 19739 2.42 0.407072682 0.88674235 

Slc32a1 22348 1.89 1.267346781 0.87943396 

Ecel1 13599 1.87 4.859152668 6.28338821 

Cyp26b1 232174 1.81 0.15342162 0.10201526 

Cacna2d2 56808 1.8 1.074995795 0.49917687 

Adcy5 224129 1.72 1.107652631 0.75598598 

Tmem91 320208 1.7 3.25405508 2.56769766 

Gpr83 14608 1.67 0.990070409 0.28662847 

Cartpt 27220 1.67 3.564742304 4.55963426 

Tac1 21333 1.67 2.776014592 4.14279666 

Resp18 19711 1.63 2.871209775 2.90394937 

Myh7 140781 1.63 4.155849297 3.57910848 

Tac2 21334 1.61 1.473089445 2.46559012 

Wfs1 22393 1.58 -0.14345624 -2.00429178 

Gucy1a3 60596 1.56 1.97839376 1.96180683 

Hap1 15114 1.53 2.944344463 3.11384613 

6330403K07Rik 103712 1.45 1.730199006 0.30724005 

Zcchc12 72693 1.42 2.953238309 2.52427595 

Gap43 14432 1.33 2.510358944 2.24562329 

Isl1 16392 1.33 2.077830342 4.55887325 

Drd1a 13488 1.28 1.042096603 0.59473581 

Ahi1 52906 1.24 1.287414811 1.10655823 

1700037H04Rik 67326 1.24 1.491359065 1.20426989 

https://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2164-11-20
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Supplemental Table 3 (continued) 

Nts 67405 1.24 3.721267635 2.16732923 

Ngef 53972 1.21 0.848362076 0.39255 

Gpx3 14778 1.18 4.141232202 3.92351613 

Chn2 69993 1.15 0.438104982 0.23135815 

Fnbp1l 214459 1.13 2.22198244 1.49720568 

Accn2 11419 1.13 1.426328305 1.17076563 

Gng4 14706 1.1 2.649808351 1.85393532 

Rxrg 20183 1.08 4.734349851 4.37763988 

P2ry1 18441 1.05 0.778125756 0.2876415 

Glra2 237213 1.05 1.914268011 2.00543988 

Tpbg 21983 1.04 2.735069072 2.15965844 

Gprasp2 245607 1.03 1.487521878 1.42086956 

Dscr1l2 53902 1.02 0.881174751 0.63586913 

Gad1 14415 1.01 0.237706194 0.1976036 

Elmo1 140580 1.01 1.07026128 0.8612698 

Lhfpl2 218454 -1.01 -1.87237329 -1.02375168 

Snca 20617 -1.01 -0.07690312 -0.09264205 

Fgf13 14168 -1.02 -0.64584389 -0.34867087 

Hspa2 15512 -1.02 -0.12787831 0.05641896 

Gpr22 73010 -1.03 -0.60408454 -0.60493271 

Golm1 105348 -1.03 -2.11914874 -1.75063527 

Enc1 13803 -1.05 -0.44258853 -0.38623494 

Nck2 17974 -1.07 -1.29277055 -1.37912815 

Prox1 19130 -1.07 -3.56490491 -2.62424446 

D4Bwg0951e 52829 -1.07 -1.70696611 -2.05370018 

Ptk2b 19229 -1.07 -1.17687906 -0.98893513 

Kcnab2 16498 -1.08 -1.4896748 -1.63902587 

Fgf10 14165 -1.12 -1.31450025 -1.26230016 

Nfib 18028 -1.12 -1.06545446 -0.30252626 

Cebpb 12608 -1.13 -2.21873237 -1.69696333 

Slc26a4 23985 -1.13 -1.76972039 -1.24216299 

Wbscr17 212996 -1.15 -1.51749643 -1.4142465 

Fam131a 78408 -1.15 -0.88082356 -0.80838074 

Homer3 26558 -1.16 -2.98890716 -2.93944215 

Zfp312 54713 -1.17 -0.05541835 -0.33367482 

Smoc2 64074 -1.19 -1.89014161 -1.79234038 

Camta2 216874 -1.25 -1.16876906 -1.25764183 

Olfml2b 320078 -1.28 -3.39591188 -3.11737176 

Nrip3 78593 -1.31 -1.01827197 -0.91669239 

Hsd11b1 15483 -1.32 -2.05425603 -1.97815118 

Crlf1 12931 -1.32 -4.75239878 -4.1083273 

Sema5a 20356 -1.32 -1.76114115 -1.30292749 
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BC030307* 103220 -1.36 -0.46792353 0.02200909 

Crym 12971 -1.37 0.637044184 0.26769467 

Gpd1 14555 -1.38 -1.69574253 -1.27045236 

Zfp238 30928 -1.4 -1.67719419 -1.31123749 

Tmem108 81907 -1.42 -0.92202195 -0.20578098 

Pcdh20 219257 -1.5 -1.64842092 -1.32166758 

Cpne9 211232 -1.56 -2.57617939 -1.77926859 

Mas1 17171 -1.57 -0.34780552 0.25309075 

Olfm1 56177 -1.6 -0.40613369 -0.15487816 

Dkk3 50781 -1.61 -1.60953556 -2.0630871 

Cpne6 12891 -1.66 -0.4853476 -0.48935168 

D10Ertd610e 52666 -1.68 -1.57764187 -1.42997421 

Rasl10a 75668 -1.7 -2.09177659 -1.45400776 

Bok 51800 -1.77 -1.86925149 -1.49451552 

Camk2a 12322 -1.79 -0.79630652 -0.71468718 

Nelf 56876 -1.88 -1.1221377 -0.98255257 

Cck 12424 -1.95 -0.4125051 -0.47365879 

Neurod2 18013 -2.19 -2.12332661 -1.56002293 

Tnnt1 21955 -2.53 -2.50064246 -2.58859316 

Slc17a7 72961 -2.53 -0.35939992 -0.33523294 

Nrn1 68404 -2.6 -0.65332494 -0.35669755 

C1ql2 226359 -3.19 -4.99302531 -1.48775964 

          

* BC030307 formerly 263253, discontinued on 17-Feb-2005 

Omitted         

C130007D14 withdrawn by NCBI      

Faah Duplicated (omitted)      

Faah Duplicated (omitted)      

Nrp Duplicated (omitted)      

Nrp Duplicated (omitted) -     
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Supplemental Figure 2: 
Comparison of expression patterns for amygdala and hippocampus between data from De Jong 
et al (2010), laboratory (B6) strain and Farallon (MmF) strain.  
*Expression data is for De Jong is microarray data and is transformed (variance stabilizing 
method) and normalized (robust spline) yielding values comparable to LOG2 values. Expression 
data for B6 and MmF is RNAseq LogFC. 
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Supplemental Figure 3:  
Comparison of marker profiles of the amygdala between De Jong (Expression Hippocampus - 
Amygdala (De Jong et al, 2010). Error bars indicate standard error. 
*Expression data for De Jong is from microarrays and is transformed (variance stabilizing 
method) and normalized (robust spline) yielding values comparable to LOG2 values. Expression 
data for B6 and MmF is RNAseq LogFC. 
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Supplemental Figure 4: 
Comparison of marker profiles of the most differentially expressed hippocampus markers 
between De Jong (Expression Hippocampus - Amygdala (De Jong et al, 2010). Error bars indicate 
standard error. 
*Expression data is for De Jong is microarray data and is transformed (variance stabilizing 
method) and normalized (robust spline) yielding values comparable to LOG2 values. Expression 
data for B6 and MmF is RNAseq LogFC. 
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